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About This Game

Can you escape the Dreamcage?

Are you ready to solve puzzles and crack codes in this new and innovative room escape game?

A strange world full of different cages, each one trapping a miniature world inside. Beautiful and magical, but creepy and
captivating at the same time! You find yourself inside Cage 28 with no idea of what's going on.

The Giant Caretaker, that was looking after the cages, seems to be long gone and everything is falling apart. Find a way out, or
risk being locked inside forever!

If you think you have what it takes to escape all those rooms go on and download this escape game!

Features:

- Unique setting and ambiance, unlike any other escape game.
- Complete, functioning world imagined inside a claustrophobic birdcage.

- 15 beautiful rooms to explore!
- Dozens of challenging quests and original puzzles!

- An escape game you will remember!
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Just bought it today and i already love it like the original. I first came across this off the play store when i saw If My Heart Had
Wings for Mobile and i downloaded it. played thru all of the main story and fell in love with it, so i bought the rest of the routes
and completed em all. thats wut made me start to like Moe Novel and look for more vns like it. then i found A Sky Full Of
Stars, and its just great overall. so being able to continue from the ending of the original story/route feels great. i cant wait to go
thru all the other routes when im done with the Epilogue :D. This game is really fun, the level editor is coming soon so the game
will be perfect. Love this game - free roam open world survival. If being a fuzzy space-bear crash landed on a comically freaky
and strange planet sounds like you, then yes, this is an rpg too.

There's plenty to explore, things to discover and cool stuff to figure out. You can craft stuff that helps you stay alive, build a
home, tech up, and tool up. Or just fish and plant flowers if that's your thing.

There's not much hand-holding, and you'll probably die (sorry) to begin with, but that's okay because you'll figure it out - and
start with more goodies next time around.

Most of all though, it really is good fun and is definitely a game you should have in your library.

Oh, and it's all the work of one developer (!) who adds content, chats on the forums, helps with any issues and is an all round
decent person(*).

(*) I lost my football in a game, thought i'd sent it into space. The dev took a look at my savegame and helped me find it. That's
quality support :)

Thumbs up, this is one to play.. Wait for a sale. RAGE 2's on-foot combat is really solid and fun once you have all of the
abilities and weapons, but I'm hard pressed to say that makes up for the rest of it being really average. It's a well made, but very
unambitious game. It's ironic they rip on the original game in the marketing, given this game falls into the same holes.
Admittedly, larger, more open holes.

RAGE 2's main story is insultingly low effort, and phoned in. There's nothing to spoil; the antagonist destroys your home, you
track him down and kill him. That's literally, literally it. And it lasts maybe a couple of hours. It's far, far less eventful than the
original game, just with a whole load more open world padding to fill out the run time. There's very little new here, either. You
meet the same characters, the same factions, and fight the same enemy.

It made me angry when the credits rolled, I had the exact same feeling of "really, that's it?" from the first game. Nothing of
interest happens. The entire game. No character development, no plot twists, no exploration of any of the factions.

RAGE 2's open world is markedly smaller than other recent titles, and yet still as empty. As you traverse around you'll see pins
pop up on your map for random errands, busy work to earn you notches on meters that slowly build up to a level increase or
something you really just don't care about. Unlike a game like Fallout, you won't find any interesting stories in locations either.
You might find a data pad with a recent entry from some raider or scout, but never anything deeper. Nothing is going on in this
world. It's set dressing, nothing more.

Avalanche must've brought some of their Mad Max experience to this game, as the exterior locations look gorgeous and a lot of
the outposts have a nice lived-in feel. Sadly, the interiors are poor. Especially the Authority locations, which make zero effort to
feel like tangible places. Everything is a corridor, or an empty open room, or a boss arena. If I didn't know better, I would've
guessed a procedural system spat these levels out.

Oh, and it does that thing. You go back to your hometown after what feels like weeks, and everything is still on fire. Your friend
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talks to you like it's been five minutes. It makes it painfully clear the world is static, and unreactive.

There's a disappointingly small pool of vehicles to choose from, especially compared to Mad Max, another Avalanche title. And
very little vehicle combat; unlike the aforementioned title, enemy vehicles will often drive past without firing. Admittedly, the
convoy's are good fun here. They made up for the lack of the harpoon with multi-stage vehicles, which is a fun addition. The
only vehicle you'll use is the default one, because it's the only one with decent weapons, and the only one that can be upgraded.
That and the Icarus, because it makes getting around much less of a chore.

RAGE 2 has a GOOD shotgun, which instantly gives it points in my book. It's all I used, the other weapons were fun distractions
but just not practical. I was clearing rooms with the shotgun, instead of fiddling around with alt-fire modes that did less damage
than a good accurate buckshot to the face. The abilities are good, too, giving you a lot of motion and options. RAGE 2's on-foot
combat in general is just brilliant. I was playing on Hard, and I never took cover. The abilities and overdrive keep you pushing,
and killing, and it's gloriously fun.

There's enough here to keep you entertained if you're just in it for the on-foot combat, and are planning to play it in bursts
rather than over one long session. It just feels like there was very little substance here.

I feel a bit bad giving this one a negative review, given I did enjoy it. I just can't recommend it. There's nothing here apart from
the gunplay to recommend, and for a full priced AAA game from a legendary developer and publisher that's pretty poor effort.

Pick it up cheap, blast the main missions, ignore the side content and treasure hunts. Just go all-in on combat, and you'll have a
lot of fun.
. A would be, cool game executed poorly. The game gives you no instruction and is Hard from the beginning. You have to keep
losing untill you pick up the mechanics. It feels more like work than fun and the game actually insults you while you play. If you
get mad at videogames I would stay VERY FAR from this one.. I've only played the first couple of sections but this game keeps
me on the edge of my seat. Nice graphics, funny gameplay. My younger brother did enjoy it a lot.
I wish developers make better tutorial, as its little bit hard, if U are not deep into train games. I'm unconvinced about the story
or gameplay being anything to write home about but I loved the art design and all the little details that were included in such. If
one of the characters has Dali's Persistence of Memory on their walls it wins a few points for me.

It's a good game but nothing too memorable.. Quite a fun casual shooter\/platformer\/adventure game. It's not always easy and
obvious, so there's some challenge to overcome, and the narrative is quite interesting, although, considering there's no part 2, it
goes nowhere. The game is cheap though, so, if you want to spend a couple of hours on an unusual game, it's worth it.. I am not
sure what is the matter. I bought the season pass for assassin creed odyssey. Assassin creed 3 remaster came along. Installed it,
but when started playing there was so much lag, had to decrease the graph, the lag was bit gone but, still was not fun at all. Even
though my laptop has all the system requirement. So I couldn't understand why, lag. So I played odyssey again to check if it is
now happening with all the games that I have bought over time, but thankfully no, I was afraid of virus. There was no such
thing. There is something wrong with the game itself, It has some serious issues. I have Uninstalled it.
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Coming directly from earlier piranha bytes-games such as the excellent gothic 2 and the great Risen 1, the difference is
stunning.
Gone is the myriad of weapons such as different swords, axes, hammers, staffs, bows, crossbows and magic.
Now there's only sabres, firearms and a few throwing weapons.
As a huge fan of earlier titles, I felt alienated by the restricted variety and massive focus on the pirate-theme.
It's as if the developers sat down and watched pirates of the caribbean and went straight to the drawing-board with newfound
vision.
Needless to say it didn't sit well with me.
After playing the first game through several times and loving each minute of it, I came to realize that I needed to treat Risen 2 as
its own game.
The Gothic games and Risen 1 are closely related in terms of combat, setting, music, weapons and items.
All of this is changed in Risen 2, and not necessarily for the better, in my opinion.
Sure, the graphics are better, but that comes with the time of release, and doesn't save the game from its flaws.
However, I really liked the constant hunger for gold, which forces you to explore for treasures and take quests.
You need this gold to increase your skills, as well as getting new weapons and equipment, and everything is incredibly
expensive.
Overall, this game feels inferior to every previous piranha bytes title.

Toss in some frustrating mechanics, a few quest-related bugs and the limited weapons and this game fails to even approach my
expectations coming out of the previous title.. As you've probably read in the other reviews this game has some problems. It
features door chimes even though the units featured have never had door chimes, its set in the 70s and yet features the 7 line
diamond and circle logos which did not exist yet, and it has few glitches (passenger walks into an invisible wall while attempting
to board the train) . The missions aren't very good, they tried too hard to make a simulator into a game and they are all way too
arcadey and the last mission is really out of place and weird giving this game a 12 age rating. There are two exceptions to this
though 'Whiteout' (Brad Pommeroy) and Black Ice (Adam Livsey) which I found to both be very good except the time limit on
the former is way too short encouraging early departures and recklessness'.

Despite this though if you are considering purchasing this I would recommend it. The sound is very well done (although some
sounds are reused from WoS3), the graphics are ok, and the world is rendered in typical WoS accurate very high detail with no
re-used models or textures (Not sarcasm encase you haven't played WoS). Also as a TML-Studios game you can leave the train
and walk around and explore stations and this time the depot. It's worth noting that TML have fixed many things criticized in
other reviews and there is now cab sway for example.

But although I would recommend this game I wouldn't recommend paying £26.99 for it that's a ridiculous move by Aerosoft as
all new simulators are generally sold for £24.99 at retail (and TS DLC, which is basically what this is, is sold for £24.99 new as
well) not only that but it costs less everywhere else in the world (at least £4 cheaper https://steamdb.info/app/343070/). So if
you're in the UK I recommend buying it on Amazon where it is cheaper and the DVD activates on Steam plus you get a box,
DVD and printed manual. But if you are in the UK I'd recommend WoS 3 (/app/283620).. high difficult level. Outstanding VN,
love in Space are on form once again here.

BEFORE I START : Holy crap, theres a gay guy called Kodama in the game, HE NEEDS TO BE IN ALL YOUR FUTURE
VN'S L.I.S. Hes brilliant, hes funny and an awesome addition to your universe.

The first two chapters introduce you to the main charcter and the seven heroines after which you will make one of seven choices
depending on what story arc you wish to pursue.

Ive just completed Julie's arc and i can confidently tell you the writing in this novel is fantastic. The main character has an in
depth personality as well as all the girls. I am very impressed by how diverse all the girls personalities are and how well the
games story writing has been executed.

I would go even as far as to say i enjoyed this more than sunrider, and i love sunrider. The art style is similar, high qulity cg's
with occasional animated sprites.

ADULT PATCH: L.I.S have intergrated the 18+ patch into the steam dlc page, so no need to go find it.Bweare however, there
are STRoNG references to drugs,sex,alcohol, abuse and violence so if you want to play the game as intended install it.
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OVERALL: Outstanding Visual Novel, i highly recommend for anyone who enjoys arcing story lines and considering i have
only finished 1/7 arcs i am predicting at least 40+ hours of playtime by the time i finish all arcs and for £23 you really can't
complain at that for good value.. Millenium is an amazing game series, this is the first RPG I ever played on Steam and I haven't
yet found anything that beats it. Millenium will always be my favouite I couldn't recommend it any more highly.
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